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Abstract: The fact that every finite infix code is contained in a finite maximal infix code was 

given in 1994 by Ito and Thierrin. In this paper, we construct two kinds of maximal infix codes from 

a finite maximal infix code. Then we show that a finite infix code is a finite intersection of some finite 

maximal infix codes. 
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1  Introduction 

Prefix codes are widely used in information theory and computer science, for example: in encoding 

and decoding, data compression and transmission, DES and Huffman's algorithms. Infix codes is a 

special kind of prefix codes, but there exists a prefix code which is not an infix code, for example, 

},{ ababA  , where the alphabet is }{ ba， . In [1], the authors show that every finite infix code is 

contained in a finite maximal infix code, and in [2], every finite prefix code is contained in a finite 

maximal prefix code.  

There are lots of finite infix codes. But a finite infix code may not be a maximal infix code. For 

example, if the alphabet is }{ ba， , then }{ 22 baA ，  is a finite infix code which is not a 

maximal finite infix code. In this paper, we obtain some finite maximal infix codes from a finite 
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maximal infix code, and prove the following results. 

(1) If a word or a set of some kind of words is in a maximal infix code, then we find another maximal 

infix code which doesn't contain the word or the set. 

(2) Every finite infix code is written as the intersection of finite numbers of finite maximal infix 

codes. 

(3) A finite maximal infix code contains some powers of any letter. 

In this paper, we construct two kinds of maximal infix codes and prove that a finite infix code is 

the intersection of finite numbers of finite maximal infix codes. Then for every infinite infix code, 

there exists an infinite maximal infix code containing it by Zorn's Lemma. At the end of the paper, we 

show that every maximal infix code contains a special kind of words. The paper is organized as 

follows. In section 2, we quote some definitions and properties on theory of formal languages which 

will be used in the paper. In section 3, we give all infix codes when 1X . In section 4, we prove the 

above results on finite maximal infix codes. 

Finite prefix codes and infix codes have important applications in combination mathematics, 

coding theory, computer science and biology. The field of formal language theory studies the purely 

syntactical aspects of such languages that is, their internal structural patterns. Formal language theory 

sprang out of linguistics, as a way of understanding the syntactic regularities of natural languages. In 

computer science, formal languages are often used as the basis for defining programming languages 

and other systems in which the words of the language are associated with particular meanings or 

semantics. In computational complexity theory, decision problems are typically defined as formal 

languages, and complexity classes are defined as the sets of the formal languages that can be parsed 

by machines with limited computational power. In logic and the foundations of mathematics, formal 

languages are used to represent the syntax of axiomatic systems, and mathematical formalism is the 

philosophy that all of mathematics can be reduced to the syntactic manipulation of formal languages 

in this way. Prefix codes are important subjects in formal language theory and they can be widely 

used in computer science, control theory etc (see [3-7]). 

2  Preliminaries 

Let X  be a non-empty finite set of letters, which is called an alphabet. Let X  be the number of 

letters in X . Any finite string over X  is called a word. For example, aababw 2  is a word over 

the alphabet }{ baX ， . The word which contains no letter is called the empty word, denoted by 

1. The set of all words over X  is denoted by 
X , which is a free monoid with concatenation. For 

example, the product of two words 
2abx   and 

23aabx   is the word 
232 aababxy  . Let 

}1{\  XX , which is a free semigroup. For any word w  in 
X , let )lg(w  be the number of 

letters that occur in w  and 0)1lg(  . Then 6)lg( w  for the former word aababw 2 . For any 

 Xw , let 10 w  and ww 1
, we call a 1n  power of w  is www nn 1

 for 1n . For 

instance, if aaaaw   where Xa , we call it the fourth power of a  and its length is 4 . For 
*, Xvu  , u  is called a prefix of v , denoted by vu p , if uxv   for some 

 Xx . If 1x  

and 1u , then u  is a proper prefix of v , denoted by vu p . Similarly, vu s  and vu s  

are defined. 
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Let }1{\  XX . Any non-empty subset of 
X  is called a language. In particular, we 

consider {1} as a language. A language P  is called a prefix code if  PXP . A language 

A  is called an infix code if there exist words AuXyx   ,,  such that Axuy  implies that 

1xy . Every infix code is a prefix code. An infix code A  is called a maximal infix code if and only 

if for any AXx \ , the language }{xA  is not an infix code. In the following, we cite some 

properties of infix codes and maximal infix codes which will be used later. 

】【1.1.2Lemma  Let A  be a finite infix code. Then there exists a finite maximal infix code 

containing A . 

】【8.2.2Lemma  Let A  be a language. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 

(1) A  is an infix code; 

(2)   )( AXXLAXXA ）（ . 

Many mathematicians are interested in infix codes (see [9-15]). For example: in [9], the set of all 

infix codes is not a free monoid; but the set of all e-convex infix codes is a free monoid in [10]; in 

[11], an infix code is the intersection of a right semaphore code and a left semaphore code; in [7], 

every solid code is an infix code; in [14], the authors characterized comma-free codes by using infix 

codes. Definitions which are used in the paper but not stated here can be found in [8, 16-19]. 

3  Maximal Infix Codes over One Letter Alphabet 

Proposition 3.1.  Let }{aX  . Then }{ iaA   is a maximal infix code for any 1i . 

Proof. Since A  only contains one word, then it is an infix code. Let },{ 1 ，mjj aaB


  such that 

2B , where  1mjj  and 11 m . Then 11 1
mjmj

aaa 


. So B  is not an infix code. 

Thus any language containing more than one word is not an infix code. Therefore, for all 1i , 

}{ iaA   are all kinds of maximal infix code when }{aX  .  

So when 1X , for a infix code, only is itself containing it. 

4  Finite Infix Codes and Maximal Infix Codes over an 
Alphabet with More Than One Letters 

In this section, we always let 2X . The set of all infix codes over an alphabet X  will be denoted 

by )(XI  and the set of all maximal infix codes over X  will be denoted by )(XMI . By the 

following theorem, we will obtain two distinct kinds of maximal infix codes from a maximal infix 

code. 

Theorem 4.1.  Let )(M{1} xMI . 

(1) If My , then )(}{\ xMIXyyXyM ）（ . 

(2) If MXyyX  , then )({y})](\[ xMIXyyXM  . 

Proof. (1) Let 1}{\ MXyyXyM ）（ . Then 
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XyXXXyyXXXXy

XyMXXyXyXXyXyXXXyXXyMXyX

XyXXyMyXXXyMXyMXyM

XXyyXyMXXyyXyM

XMXM

     First, we can see that   yXXXyXXyMXyM ,}){\(}){\( , 

, XyXXyX    yXXXXy and  XyXXXy . Suppose there exists a word 
 yXXXyMu }){\( . Then there exist 

 Xyx 22 ,  and Xb  such that 

Mybyxu  22 . Since My  and )(xIM  , we have a contradiction. Thus 

  yXXXyM }){\( . In the same way, we can prove  XyXXyM }){\( .  

Suppose   XyMXyX }){\( , then there exist 
 XyMXyXu }){\(1 . Then 

there exist 
 XxyMuXa 12 },{\,  and 

Xx2  such that 2211 xuxyau  . Since 

)lg()lg( 21uxy  , then there exists 
 Xx3  such that 321 xuxy 

. Since Muy 2，  and M  is a 

maximal infix code, we have a contradiction. Thus   XyMXyX }){\( . Similarly, we have 

  XyMXXy }){\( . Therefore   XMXM 11 . In the same way, we can show 

  XMXM 11 . So   )( 111 XMXXMXM . Hence )(1 xIM   by Lemma 2.2. 

Suppose )(1 xMIM  . Then there exists 1\ MXf   such that )(}{1 xIfM  . 

(I) If yf  , then XyyXMyXyyXyMyMfM  }{}){\(}{}{ 11 . For 

any Xa , we have }{1 yMyXya  , which contradicts )(}{1 xIfM  , because 

}{1 fMy  .  

(II) If yf  , since 1\ MXf   and )(xMIM  , then )(}{ xIfM  . 

(II-1) If there exist Mm 1  and Xxx 21 ,  such that 
211 xmxf  , then we think about 1m  and 

y . If ym 1 , then }{{y}\ 11 fMMm  . So }{1211 fMxmxf  , which 

contradicts )(}{1 xIfM  . If ym 1 , let kaaax 211   where Xaaa k 21 . Then 

211212121211 ))(( xmaaaaxmaaaxmxf kkk   , because }{11 fMXymak  . 

Hence }{1 fMf  , which contradicts )(}{1 xIfM  . 

(II-2) If there exist Mm 2  and Xxx 43 ,  such that 
432 fxxm  , then we think about 2m  and 

y . If ym 2
, then for any Xa  we have }{1432 fMafxxyaam  . Then 

}{11 fMMf  , which contradicts )(}{1 xIfM  . If ym 2
, since Mm 2 , then 

}{11 fMMf  , which contradicts )(}{1 xIfM  . Therefore )(}{ xMIfM  . 

(2) Let 2}{))(\( MyXyyXM  . Then 
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XyXyXXyyXMXy

XyXXyyXMXXyyXMXXyyXM

XyXyyXMXyXyyXM

XMXM

 

First, we can see that   XXyyXMXXyyXM ))(\())(\(  and 

  XyXy }{}{ . Suppose there exists  XyXXyyXMu }{))(\( . Then 
11 yyxu   

for some Xx1
 and Xy  Let 

kbbby 211   where Xbi   Then 

Mbbybxu k  211 )( , which contradicts )(XMIM  , because MyXyb 1
. Thus 

  XyXXyyXM }{))(\( . Suppose there exists   XXyyXMXyu ))(\(}{1
. Then 

2221 yuxyu   for some ）XyyXMu  (\2
 and Xx2

, Xy2
. For any Xa , we have 

MyXayuxya  222
 and Mu 2

, which contradicts )(XMIM  . Thus 

  XXyyXMXy ))(\(}{ .  From all above, we know   XMXM 22
. By the 

same way, we can show   XMXM 22
. Thus )(2 XIM   by Lemma 2.2. 

Suppose )(2 XMIM  . Then there exists 2\ MXg   such that )(}{2 xIgM  . For 

any Xa , we know aygyag  ,  and Mg . So MXg \ . Since )(XMIM  , then 

)(}{ xIgM  . We consider the following two cases. 

(III) There exist 1)lg(, 3333   yxXyx ，  and Mu 3
 such that 

333 yuxg  . If yau 3
 where 

Xa , then }{},{ 22233333 gMMygMyayxyuxg  , which contradicts 

)(}{2 XIgM  . If byu 3
 where Xb , similarly, we have }{233 gMbyyxg  , 

which contradicts )(}{2 XIgM  . If ）XyyXu (3
, then }{223 yMMu  , which 

contradicts )(}{2 XIgM  . 

(IV) There exist 1)lg(, 4444   yxXyx ，  and Mu 4
 such that 

444 gyxu  . If yau 4
 where 

Xa , then agyxgyxyau 54444  . If 14 x , then agyya 5  where 
5gyy  . Then 

15 y  as gy  . So }{254 gMgyxy  , which contradicts )(}{2 XIgM  . If 

14 x  then }{254 gMgyxy  , which contradicts )(}{2 XIgM  . If yau 4
 where 

Xa , we also have a contradiction. If ）XyyXu  (4
, then 

}{, 244424 gMgyxuMu  , which contradicts )(}{2 XIgM  . From all the above, 

we can obtain )(}{))(\( xMIyXyyXM  . 

Theorem 4.2.  Let )(XIA  such that nALg )(  and Ax   Then there exists )(XMIM   

such that MAnMLg  ，1)(  and Mx . 

Proof. If )(XMIA , let AM  . Now assume that )(XMIA . Then, by Lemma 2.1, there exists 

)(XMIM   such that MA  and nMLg )( . If Mx , then M  is the required maximal 

infix code. If Mx , then )(}){\( XMIXxxXxM   by Theorem .1.4  Since Ax , then 

XxxXxMA  }){\(  and 1]}){\[(  nXxxXxMLg . 

Theorem 4.3. Let )(XIA  and nALg )( . Then there exists finite number maximal infix codes 
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kMMM ,,, 21   such that i

k

i MA 1 , where 1)(  nMLg i  and ki ,,2,1  . 

Proof. Let }1)(,)({  nMLgMAXMIMD . It is known that the set D  is finite. Let 

},,,{ 21 kMMMD  . Then i

k

i MA 1 . Let Ax . By Theorem 4.2, there exists an 

)(' XMIM   such that 
'MA  and 

'Mx , where 1)( '  nMLg . But 
'M  is in D . So 

i

k

i Mx 1 . Thus i

k

i MA 1 . 

In [1], the authors show that for any finite infix code A , the language A  is the maximal infix 

code containing A , which contains A  and for any 
nXu , where })lg(|{ * nuXuX n  , there 

exist a word in Au   such that u  is not an infix of u  and u  is not an infix of u . For example, 

Let },{ baX   and },{ 32 baA . By calculation, we obtain that the finite maximal infix codes 

containing A  are },,,,{ 2232 babababababa ，  or },,{ 32 baabba ， . So there are some maximal 

infix codes which contain an infix code. Hence the expression of A  given in the above Theorem is, 

in general, not unique. 

For every infinite infix code, we can prove that there exists a maximal infinite infix code 

containing it by Zorn's Lemma. 

Proposition 4.4.  Every infix code is contained in a maximal infix code. 

Proof. Let 
 XA  be an infix code and })({ LAXILM  . Assume that 

 321 LLL  be a ascending chain in M . Denote ii LL 1  . Then LA . Now we 

show )(XIL  . For any Luxvx ,  where 
 Xvu, , there exist 1, ji  (assume ji  ) such 

that 
ji LyLx  , . Since ji  , then we have 

iLyx ， . Since )(XILi  , then 1 vu . This 

implies that )(XIL  . Hence we have ML  . It implies that L  is a upper bound of M . By the 

Zorn's Lemma, the set M  has a maximal element, denoted by L . Suppose there exists 

LXw   \  such that )(}{ XIwL  . Since LA  , then }{wLA  . So 

MwL  }{  and }{wLL  . Thus }{wLL  , because L  is a maximal element in 

M . Therefore 'Lw , which contradicts LXw   \ . Hence L  is a maximal infix code 

containing A . 

In the following, we give some properties on elements of finite maximal infix codes. 

Theorem 4.5. Let A  be a finite maximal infix code. Then for any Xa  there exists 0m  such 

that Aam  . 

Proof. Suppose there exists Xa  and for all 1m  such that Aam  . Let sALg )(  then 

)(}{ 1 XIaA s  
. If )(}{ 1 XIaA s  

, then there exists Au , then one of the following case 

holds. (1) 
1

11

 sayux  where 
 Xyx 11,  and 1)lg( 11 yx ; (2) Ayaxu s  

2

1

2  where 

 Xyx 22 ,  and 1)lg( 22 yx . If (1) holds, then 
iau   for some 1i , which contradicts the 

assumption. If (2) holds, then Ayax s 

2

1

2 , which contradicts sALg )( . So 

)(}{ 1 XIaA s  
, which contradicts )(XMIA . Thus for any Xa , there exists 1m  such 

that Aam  . 

Proposition 4.6.  Let ABC  be a finite maximal infix code. Then for any Xa , there exist 
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1,, snm  such that CaBaAa snm  ,, . 

Proof. Since ABC  is a finite maximal infix code, then for any Xa  there exists 0k  such that 

ABCak   by Theorem 4.5. Therefore, there exist 0,, snm  and ksnm   such that 

CaBaAa snm  ,, . 

Proposition 4.7.  Let ABC  be a finite maximal infix code. Then Bxaa kk   for any Bx , 

Xa  and 1k . 

Proof. Since ABC  is a finite maximal infix code, then there exist 0, nm  such that 

CaAa nm  ,  by Proposition 4.6. Then ABCxaa nm   for any Bx . Suppose there exists 

Bxaa kk  . Then ABCaxaaa nkkm )( . So ABCaxaaa knmk )( , which contradicts 

)(XMIABC  . Thus Bxaa kk   for any Bx , Xa  and 1k .  

5  Conclusion 

In [1], the authors proved that if A  is a finite infix code, then there exists a finite maximal infix code 

containing it. For every infinite infix code, we proved that there exists a maximal infinite infix code 

containing it by Zorn's Lemma in theory. But we can't know the detailed construction of the maximal 

infix code. In the future, we indicate to give the detailed construction of the maximal infix codes for 

any infix code. 
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